ADAPTIVE
BALANCED
MULTI·FUNCTIONAL
DOCK TECHNOLOGY

Seaco L4

Aluminum Dock System

FLOAT
LEG
ROLL
LIFT

L4

The Most Durable, Versatile Aluminum Dock
On The Water
FLOATING

Adaptive
The L4 can be adapted to multiple
waterfront environments, from shallow
to deep water, to rocky, sandy or marshy
bottoms, to low or highly sloped shorelines.

STANDING LEG

Balanced high performance
The L4 gains its high-strength from
marine-grade aluminum welded
assemblies balanced with bolted
multi-point joints to create a more
durable high-performing flexible dock
structure.
Multi-functional Modular Dock
Technology
Designed with form and function the L4’s
modular dock technology can be set up
into multiple configurations to easily
design a docking system unique to the
owner’s waterfront needs.

Versatile design - Bolt on Slide in
With its unique fastening system,
the L4 saves assembly time as
floats are simply through bolted
on to the sub-frame cross bracing.
Likewise, decking panels can be quickly
slid into the deck support of the
chassis’s aluminum
extrusion.

ROLL-IN

Solid engineering
Seaco’s engineered bolted assemblies
make for consistent frame squareness
throughout all modular frame sizes.
Standard dock frame sizes are available in
4 and 6 foot widths and any length you
want. No-Flex Hinges lock for a continuous
rigid dock structure.

Corner Bracket Assembly
(CUT-AWAY VIEW)

Good for the environment
Seaco cedar drop in deck panels
are manufactured from responsibly
harvested second growth timber.
Aluminum is easily repaired and, at the
end of its service cycle, can be recycled
with less harm to the environment.
Lasting value
The combination of marine grade extruded
aluminum framing and drop in place
aluminum “SeacoNut®” fastening system
make for a corrosion free installation.
Built to last, the L4 greatly reduces
maintenance and service costs.

		

SeacoNuts® apply
pressure to the L4’s
Aluminum channels
along the entire length of
the nut for exceptional holding
power and are used throughout the
L4’s System to attach legs, braces and
accessories and more.
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ANCHORS

SEAFLEX
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A floating L4 Dock System can be anchored for greater stability and
secure shore connection. Seaco Marine’s experienced advise can
recommend the best anchoring for your docks installation.
SEAFLEX, an industry leader in mooring products, can be
dimensioned to handle everything from residential docks to
commercial marinas. The SEAFLEX® SPRING – a highly efficient
shock-absorber, that outperforms conventional steel springs,
efficiently dampens high waves, winds or accidental forces to
ensure longevity of an anchored L4 Dock System.

Build what you need,
when you need it.
Whether its our drawings or yours
Seaco’s design and construction services
can provide leadership to help steer a
dock project to completion.

Seaco Marine Inc.
Seaco is proud of our early contributions to
developing a better environmental dock product
and furthering a modular aluminum frame system
that is designed to reduce assembly time with
bolt-on floats and slide in decking. Seaco uses
sustainable practices in the construction of our
dock products and considers the importance of
working with renewable resources an immediate
priority. Our products can be recycled
at the end of their long service life.

Accessories
1. Gangway or Ramp

4. Leg Pad

8. Swim Ladder

11. Dock Cleat

2. Composite or Wood

5. Leg Spike

9. Horizontal or

12. Umbrella Table

Decking Panels

3. Roll-In wheels
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The L4’s Ramps
and Gangways
use the same
components as
the L4’s Dock
System. Equipped
with railings,
the gangway
adds safety and
strength to the
dock’s shore
connection.

Vertical Bumper

6. Rigid Hinge

10. Life-Ring Holder

7. Flex Hinge
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Add decking
with polypropylene plastic,
composite or
wood panels.
Deck boards can
be assembled
into panels for
easy installation
and seasonal
removal.
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The 3 Step,
extra wide, all
Aluminum Swim
Ladder extends
deep into the
water at a 5°
angle for an easy
climb on or off
the dock and is
maintenance free
with an easy-on,
easy-off pin system.

14. Dock Floats
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Place bumpers
horizontally or
vertically any
where on the
docks perimeter.
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Dock floats of different heights can
be used to adjust the dock’s “free-board”
to fit the floating dock’s activity: boating,
kayaking, swimming and more. Free-board is
the distance from the water to the top of the dock.

Industry Leading 15 Year Warranty
on Versa Float Drums.
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TOLL FREE 1 800-665-2008
WEST 204-783-4450
Canada Wide
Winnipeg, Manitoba

13. Railing

IMANNA is recognized as an approved laboratory
for testing to Marine Industry Standards.
The ONLY FLOATS YOU CAN BUY certified by an
accredited testing agency!
COMPLETE LIST ONLINE AT
SEACOMARINE.COM/FLOAT-BROCHURE

					
NORTHWEST
EAST
ONLINE
Kenora, Ontario
Cobourg, Ontario
seacomarine.com

Seaco Marine Inc. is committed to a program of continuous innovation and reserves the right to change prices, products or specifications without notice. PRINTED IN CANADA

